
These are Playtest Rules.  They are draft rules under consideration by our Rules Team, and are 
unofficial.  If you wish to use them in a game you must have your opponent’s consent beforehand.  If you 
play in any Battleground event (such as a tournament), they may not be used without the organizer’s 
agreement. 

Undead 
Skeletons 
Playtest Rules 

“They advanced in eerie silence, the only noise being the rattle of decayed armor and the creak of bone 
moving against bone.  Even their footsteps were nearly silent, bones don’t weigh much.  Or at least that’s 
what Aldric said when I asked.”  

— Sir Ivo, Hawkshold mercenary 

 
 
The first horde the new necromancer raises is often at an old battle site.  Almost every village or town has in 
its local lore some bloody skirmisher or ambush that occurred in their grandfather’s day.  These battles are 
notable enough by their slaughter to be remembered, but not so long ago that the bones of the fallen have 
completely disintegrated. 
 
It is here that the necromancer weaves the first bit of their Great Work.  The incantations learned from 
forbidden grimoires drag the souls of these fallen warriors back from the beyond and trapping them in the 
decayed shells of their former bodies.  The process shreds the soul of much of its potency and sapience, 
leaving it only the palest glimmer of its former self.   
 
The result is an automaton, without will.  Bony hands grip rusted blades and hoist broken shields.  Bodies 
clad in corroded armor pull themselves upright or clamber atop decayed steeds.  Fingers move with 
surprising dexterity to string twisted bows and harvest broken arrows from their own form.  The forms 
remember how to wield these weapons, but are unable to act on their own accord.  Only the necromancer’s 
will drives them. 
 
Once the necromancer has raised their army, they drive them to the nearby village or town.  There, following 
the slaughter, the legion of undead will grow as the fallen join its ranks.  These shambling hordes reinforce 
the growing horde, but it is always the skeletal warriors that form the mainstay of the scourge of undead. 



UNIT KEYWORDS 
 
 
Fearless - This unit automatically passes all Courage Checks. 
 
Life Drain - When this unit inflicts one or more damage on an enemy unit, mark that unit.  The enemy unit gets       (-0)-1/-0 and      
    -1/-0 while it has any marks from Life Drain (remember: effects from special rules start at the Combat Consequences step of the 
Combat Phase).  Your opponent can erase one mark by discarding a command cards in the Movement & Command Phase. 
 
Skeletal - After  your  opponent rolls to hit, all die results of “1” are rerolled.  Further rolls of "1" are not rerolled. 

Undead 

  Attack Defense Range Courage Move Hit Boxes  Points Cost Type 

Skeleton Horde   (5) 5 / 5 2* /1 - - 3.5” 2 2 2 149 Core 

Fearless, Skeletal. 
 
 
 

  Attack Defense Range Courage Move Hit Boxes  Points Cost Type 

Skeleton Spears   (6*) 5*/5* 2* /1 - - 3.5” 2 3 2 167 Core 

Fearless, Skeletal, Spears. 
 
 
 

  Attack Defense Range Courage Move Hit Boxes  Points Cost Type 

Skeleton Trolls   (5) 5/7 1* /3 - - 5” 5 0 5 348 Standard 

Fearless, Fearsome, Large, Skeletal.       
 
 
 

  Attack Defense Range Courage Move Hit Boxes  Points Cost Type 

Skeleton Archers   (4) 5* / 5* 1* /0 14" - 3.5” 2 2 1 150 Core 

Fearless, Skeletal.      (-0)-2/-2 when Engaged. 
 
 
 

  Attack Defense Range Courage Move Hit Boxes  Points Cost Type 

Skeleton Cavalry   (6) 5 / 5* 2* / 1 - - 6” 2 2 1 219 Standard 

Cavalry, Fearless, Skeletal.      (+0) +0/+1 and     +1/+0 while Charging (This is in addition to the normal Charging 
Bonus.) 

 
 
 

  Attack Defense Range Courage Move Hit Boxes  Points Cost Type 

Wights   (5) 5* / 5 2* /1 - - 3.5” 3 3 2 249 Standard 

Fearless, Life Drain, Skeletal. 
 
 
 



Design Notes 
 

Skeletons just aren’t very good. 

 

It’s a hard truth, but sometimes you have to admit that your design decisions just aren’t living up to 

expectations.  And for the Undead faction, the Skeleton units (i.e. Skeleton Horde & Spearmen, and to a 

lesser extent Skeleton Cavalry) aren’t worth their points.  The reasons for this issue are two-fold. 

 

First, Skeleton units exposed a “flex-point” in our design formula.  Now our formula is extremely robust and 

the designers (Chad Ellis & Rob Dougherty) did a masterful job creating it.  However any formula will have 

design assumptions.  The more you deviate from those assumptions, the less robust the formula’s output will 

be. 

 

One of the design assumptions of the formula is that unit stats will roughly correlate, increasing and 

decreasing in relatively close bands.  Put plainly: if you have a highly skilled unit, with higher Offensive & 

Defensive Skill, then the formula assumes the unit will have a Courage in the 12-14 range.  Similarly, if you 

have a dubious quality unit like Peasant Mobs, the formula assumes the unit will have a Courage 10 or 11. 

 

The formula can easily assign costs to units with an increased (or decreased) stat here or there.  Where it can 

have problems is if you have one or two extreme outlier stats on a unit.  For example, a unit with above-

average offensive & defensive stats but low Courage (e.g. Persia’s Indian Elephant) or poor offensive & 

defensive stats but high Courage (i.e. Ravenwood Brownies) are places for caution. 

 

Skeletons are exactly the type of unit that hits that flex-point.  They have average offensive stats and are 

Fearless.  But they have substandard defensive stats and abysmally few hit boxes.  It’s a unit meant to grind 

out a win against an average unit, but it’s too flimsy.  On the turn they would force a Yellow rout check 

against an enemy, Skeletons are usually going to be destroyed. 

 

That said, Skeletons aren’t off by a lot.  Our estimations put them overcosted by about 8%.  And on any 

single unit, being 12-13pts too expensive isn’t by itself game-breaking.  But they’re a Core unit, so taking 

four of them means that you’re overpaying by 50pts.  And if you try to build an entire battle line of them, the 

problem only gets worse and worse. 

 

The real nail in the coffin for Skeletons, and the second reason they stay in the box, is:  Zombies. 

 

A Zombie unit is a sack of Fearless, high Toughness hit boxes.  They’re slow, easy to hit, and would lose a 

fight to a falling coat rack. . . but they’d lose that fight reliably slowly.  Zombies are highly optimized to take 

a beating and never run away.  They make the ideal unit to contain your enemy’s best units while your Death 

Knights or Skeleton Trolls create a breakthrough. 

 



It’s hard to imagine when you would take Skeletons over Zombies.  Skeletons don’t have the staying power 

you need to create a breakthrough or contain the enemy.  Zombies can’t create a breakthrough either, but they 

are very good at containing the enemy.  And for the cost of 2 Skeletons, you can get 3 Zombies. 

 

Before fixing Skeletons we determined what we weren’t going to do:  we didn’t want to nerf Zombies.  We did 

make some changes to them, but only minor ones.  Zombies felt right as a sack of hit boxes, and we didn’t 

want to make them any less good at it.   

 

For Skeletons, we decided to give them a boost to nudge them into a place where they were on par with 

Zombies but not the same.  They were never going to be as durable as Zombies, and we didn’t want them to 

be.  We wanted the two units to fulfill different roles. 

 

Like many of our solutions, we drew inspiration from the tropes and lore of depictions of the undead.  For 

Skeletons we harkened back to old school games where skeletons had some kind of resistance to piercing and 

slashing weapons, as they didn’t have the meat to hit.  Arrows and spears would simply clatter through the 

ribcages.   

 

Borrowing from these ideas, we gave Skeletons the Skeletal keyword:  enemies would reroll 1s on the to-hit 

roll.  An enemy aiming for the torso go right past the spine or clatter among the ribcage.  Skeletons occupied 

the same space as a normal warrior, but were harder to hit on account of there being simply less mass to target. 

 

Now we know that under those old-school rules, bludgeoning weapons did full damage to skeletons. We didn’t 

include that here because weapon type is too granular for a game like Battleground.  We’re comfortable saying 

that they’re a harder target to hit because of their reduced mass, regardless of the weapon.  Yes, it’s an 

abstraction to ease game play, but it’s a concession we’re willing to make. 

 

The effect of the Skeletal keyword gives Skeleton units a tangible, but not overpowering, increase in 

durability.  On average, Skeletal gives the unit one more turn of combat.  However that extra turn means the 

Skeleton unit (on average) is on the table when it forces the Yellow check on the enemy. 

 

We found this small tweak just about made up the difference between the Skeleton units’ point cost and their 

performance.  And so we gave them this adjustment for free.  In our minds, they were always paying for this 

ability.  They just never had it before. 

 

You’ll note that several units got the Skeletal keyword, including units not mentioned as being over-costed, 

such as Skeleton Trolls and Wights.  Even Skeleton Cavalry didn’t have quite the problem as the Skeleton 

Horde & Spearmen.  For those units, they did end up paying some or all of the cost of gaining the Skeletal 

keyword. 

 

This means half the units in the faction have the ability, essentially elevating the Skeletal keyword to a faction-

wide ability and one that is a defining feature of the faction.  We also added a few additional tweaks to the 

Undead with the Skeleton units, but that is a subject for another day. 

 

Now hat all of this has been said, we want to be clear:  we are not trying to push Skeletons to the forefront and 

discourage players from building an army around shambling hordes of Zombies.  Drowning your enemy in 



rotting bodies while your heavy-hitting Death Knights or Skeleton Trolls smash through is still a very viable 

tactic.  And we are not changing that.  We want that to be a viable army build. 

 

Elevating the Skeleton units simply gives the Undead player more choices.  It gives them a variety of options 

during army construction.  Our goal is to put the Skeletons and Zombies on par, giving you the player more 

ways to win. 

 

We hope you’re as excited about this small but meaningful change to the Undead faction.  And it’s one you 

can implement now with your existing unit cards.  We’d love to hear your feedback on our Facebook page! 

 

Till the Next Missive. . . 

 

The Outlaw Alchemist 
 

https://www.facebook.com/Your-Move-Games-63187451797/

